Acknowledgments in research publications, like citations, indicate influential contributions to scientific work. However, acknowledgments are different from citations; whereas citations are formal expressions of debt, acknowledgments are arguably more personal, singular, or private expressions of appreciation and contribution. Furthermore, many sources of research funding expect researchers to acknowledge any support that contributed to the published work. Just as citation indexing proved to be an important tool for evaluating research contributions, we argue that acknowledgments can be considered as a metric parallel to citations in the academic audit process. We have developed automated methods for acknowledgment extraction and analysis and show that combining acknowledgment analysis with citation indexing yields a measurable impact of the efficacy of various individuals as well as government, corporate, and university sponsors of scientific work. acknowledgment analysis ͉ information extraction ͉ machine learning
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acknowledgment analysis ͉ information extraction ͉ machine learning S ince the introduction of the Science Citation Index (1), researchers, funding agents, promotion and tenure committees, and others have used citation index measures to ascertain the quantity and quality of the impact of articles and authors as well as to explore the topical and social structure of scientific communities (2) . However, citations alone can fall short of describing the full network of influence underlying primary scientific communication. In addition to referencing published material, many researchers choose to document their appreciation of important contributions through acknowledgments. Acknowledgments may be made for a number of reasons but often imply significant intellectual debt. Just as citation indexing proved to be an important tool for evaluating research contributions, acknowledgments can be considered a metric parallel to citations in the academic audit process (3) . Whereas citations are formal expressions of debt, acknowledgments are arguably more personal, singular, or private expressions of appreciation and contribution. We have developed automated intelligent methods for acknowledgment extraction and analysis and show that analysis of acknowledgments uncovers important trends not only in reference to individual researchers but also regarding institutional and agency sponsors of scientific work.
Acknowledgments embody a wide range of relationships among people, agencies, institutions, and research. Classification schemes (4) have been proposed for six categories of acknowledgment: (i) moral support; (ii) financial support; (iii) editorial support; (iv) presentational support (e.g., presenting a paper at a conference); (v) instrumental͞technical support; and (vi) conceptual support, or peer interactive communication (PIC). Of all of the categories, PIC has been considered the most important for identifying intellectual debt (5); some researchers have considered acknowledgments of PIC to be at least as valuable as citations (3, 6) .
In addition to analyzing PIC, we show that analysis of ''financial support'' and ''instrumental͞technical support'' acknowledgments give insights into other trends in scientific communities. For example, acknowledgments of financial support may be used to measure the relative impact of funding agencies and corporate sponsors on scientific research (7) (8) (9) . Acknowledgments of instrumental͞technical support may be useful for analyzing indirect contributions of research laboratories and universities to research activities. In short, acknowledgments can help us to better understand the context of scientific research.
Despite their promise as an analytic tool, acknowledgments have remained a largely untapped resource. Presumably, the reason that acknowledgments are not currently included in major scientific indices has to do with cost. Until recently, two models for dealing with the cost of data extraction have been proposed for citations: a centralized model in which an organization pays employees for manual indexing and offers the results as a service [this model is used by the Institute for Scientific Information (ISI), although ISI does not index acknowledgments], and a distributed model that would shift the labor of citation indexing to authors (10) . Recently, an approach similar to Cameron's was proposed that would require authors to provide tagged descriptions of the contributions of all intellectual contributors, including those warranting acknowledgment (11) . Although distributed models promise to reduce the cost of indexing while increasing coverage, such systems have not been realized.
Autonomous citation indexing (ACI) has recently emerged as an alternative for the creation of citation indices (12, 13) . Through ACI the cost associated with manual information extraction is eliminated with manual intervention replaced by parsing algorithms that automatically create citation indices. Because neither the centralized nor distributed models of citation indexing have yet been successfully applied to acknowledgment indexing, we look to ACI as a framework for mining acknowledgment information. To this end, we have created an information extraction algorithm to automatically extract acknowledgments from research publications.
We use the CiteSeer digital library (http:͞͞citeseer.ist.psu. edu), created in 1998 as a prototype to demonstrate ACI, as both data source and deployment architecture for our algorithm. At the time of this study the CiteSeer archive contained cached copies of over 425,000 unique computer science research papers harvested from the web and submitted by users. To explore the viability of using the CiteSeer archive as a sample of computer science publications, we have cross-referenced the archive with the Digital Bibliography and Library Project (DBLP; http:͞͞ dblp.uni-trier.de), a database of bibliography information for 438 journals and 2,373 proceedings in the field of computer science. The DBLP contained 500,464 records at the time of this study, in comparison with the 141,345 records in the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) digital library and the 825,826 records contained by the more comprehensive ACM Guide. The DBLP contains records for a significant portion of the ACM digital library: complete data for 29 of 41 ACM journals (70.7%) and 117 of 209 ACM proceedings (56.0%).
By using exact title match, we obtained a lower bound estimate of the proportion of documents indexed by DBLP contained in CiteSeer. It was found that there are at least 86,467 documents overlapping between CiteSeer and the DBLP, comprising 20.2% of CiteSeer's total archive and 17.3% of the DBLP archive. The DBLP indexes publications from as early as 1936; however, CiteSeer contains mostly documents from the 1990s to the present (see Fig. 1 ). Given the bias of our sample, we restrict our analyses to the time period from 1990 to 2004. Fig. 2 shows the proportion of all DBLP journals and proceedings contained in CiteSeer from 1990 to 2004. We observe imbalanced coverage of CiteSeer for publication venues in the DBLP, indicating bias in our document sample. Not all venues are represented equally, indicating that computer science subcommunities may also have disproportionate representation. This bias complicates the comparisons of entities through either citation counts or acknowledgment counts. However, we believe that our comparison of CiteSeer with the DBLP shows that our collection is large and diverse enough to generate interesting analyses. The bias in our results could be alleviated in future studies either by using complete archives of publication venues or by restricting our analyses to documents within particular subcommunities of computer science.
We extracted acknowledgments from 335,000 unique documents from CiteSeer and have analyzed the results for the top acknowledged funding agencies, corporations, universities, and individuals.
Automatic Acknowledgment Extraction and Indexing
The problem of extracting acknowledgments from research articles can be viewed as a specific case of automatic document metadata extraction. Several approaches have been proposed for automatic metadata extraction, with the most common tools including regular expressions, rule-based parsers, and machine learning algorithms. Regular expressions and rule-based parsers are easily implemented and can perform acceptably well if data are well behaved. Machine learning techniques are generally more robust and easily adaptable to new data. Machine learning methods used for information extraction include inductive logic programming, grammar induction, symbolic learning, hidden Markov models, and support vector machines (SVMs). Because of recent success using SVMs for learning in high-dimensional feature spaces (14, 15) , SVMs are becoming increasingly popular tools for classification. Recent work has shown it possible to recast the problem of information extraction as a classification task (16) , and SVMs have been proven to be effective for chunk identification and named entity extraction (17) (18) (19) (20) .
While highly effective at metadata extraction, much recent work using machine learning for information extraction (17, 21) exploits the semistructured format of document headers for chunk identification and classification. The problem of acknowledgment extraction involves the identification of chunks of a single class found most often within free text. We have found that regular expressions work acceptably well for identifying the names of acknowledged entities within identifiable acknowledgment passages.
The first step in extracting acknowledgments is extracting text that is likely to contain acknowledgments. We have two techniques for achieving this based on whether acknowledgment passages are labeled or unlabeled. Most acknowledgments in research papers are found in clearly identifiable acknowledgment sections within documents. Acknowledgment sections are easily identified using regular expressions by searching for lines containing only the word ''acknowledgment'' in various forms and extracting all of the following text until the next section header. However, acknowledgment passages may also be found in unmarked sections, within the document header, or within footnotes. These acknowledgment passages are typically found at the beginning of documents (before the abstract or introduction, or on the first page) and at the end (before the references or first appendix). To identify these passages, we extract roughly the first page of the document and the last page before the reference section or the first appendix, whichever comes first. We then classify the lines of extracted text by using a SVM to identify those lines containing acknowledgments.
Our SVM line classifier may produce errors of recall for multiline acknowledgment passages. For example, a footnote may contain patterns that indicate an acknowledgment in the first line but the second line may only contain names of acknowledged entities with no other context. Our SVM would produce a false negative on the second line in this example. To make matters worse, the misclassified line may contain only partial names (for example, only ''Giles'' from the complete phrase ''C. Lee Giles''), producing errors of precision. We mitigate these problems by merging positively classified lines with surrounding lines of negatively classified text. The context merging technique improves line classification recall by 17.34% and produces an 8.70% precision improvement for subsequently extracted entity names.
Text passages extracted by using the above methods are parsed by using a regular expression to extract the names of acknowledged entities. Finally, name variants are merged to account for different ways of referring to entities. For example, our algorithm identifies ''National Science Foundation'' and ''NSF'' as references to the same entity. We achieve this through two methods. First, full names and acronyms that are adjacent to each other in acknowledgment passages, and ordered name acronym, i.e., ''National Science Foundation'' and ''NSF,'' are compared. If it is found that the acronym letters match the first letters of all words in the expanded name, the two name variants are identified as referring to the same entity for all occurrences. A weakness of this method is that not all name variants are merged. This is particularly true for individuals. For example, a person might be acknowledged with or without a middle initial in different acknowledgment passages, resulting in the identification of two individuals where there is only one. Full entity name disambiguation is not a trivial task (22) and can be a topic for future work.
Through rigorous testing involving 1,800 manually labeled documents we have shown our algorithm to achieve 78.45% precision and 89.55% recall, reflecting an intentional bias toward recall.
Acknowledgment Metrics for Funding Agents, Companies, Educational Institutions, and Individuals
We have applied our acknowledgment extraction algorithm to 335,000 unique research documents within the CiteSeer computer science archive. Of these documents, 188,052 were found to contain acknowledgments (Ϸ56% of our papers). This result is consistent with a previous study of acknowledgments in information science journals (23) . The names of acknowledged entities were automatically extracted and linked to the source articles for analysis.
Initial analyses revealed that the distribution of acknowledgments to named entities (e.g., ''National Science Foundation'' or ''John Smith'') within the CiteSeer archive follows a power law such that only a few entities are named very frequently and a great many entities are named only rarely (see Fig. 3 ). The power law trend in acknowledgments has been reported in a study involving manual extraction of acknowledgments from research papers within information science and sociology journals (3, 24) . An analysis of the Institute for Scientific Information (ISI) data set (25) has shown that citations also follow a power curve. The ISI study shows an exponent of approximately Ϫ0.5 for the distribution of citations, comparable to our finding that CiteSeer's citation distribution follows an exponent of Ϫ0.55. Our acknowledgment data fits a power law with an exponent of Ϫ0.65, a significantly steeper slope than that exhibited by citations. We explain this by noting a high proportion of acknowledgments given to a relatively small and static list of funding agencies. These agencies fund work in many subcommunities within computer science. In contrast, we expect but have not shown that a greater number of research papers will be found within the top echelons of cited work and that citations will be shared among many classic papers according to particular scientific communities.
In addition to acknowledgment frequency, acknowledgment results were coupled with data from CiteSeer's citation index to measure the collective impact of acknowledging articles. CiteSeer maintains a graph of all citations made within the document collection, such that it is possible to retrieve the number of times each document is cited by other documents within the collection.
For each acknowledged entity, we calculate the number of acknowledgments made to the entity and the total number of citations made to those articles acknowledging the entity. Additionally, we calculate the ratio of the total number of citations over the number of acknowledgments for each entity, which we define as the C͞A metric. In this manner, we measure the relative impact of documents acknowledging each entity as well as the average impact.
The most acknowledged entities were manually reviewed to split the results for the most acknowledged entities into four categories: funding agencies, corporations, universities, and individuals. We assume that acknowledgments to funding agencies and companies represent acknowledgments of financial support and that acknowledgments to individuals represent PIC. Although it is unreasonable to suggest that all acknowledgments to individuals in our data represent PIC, a manual review of 100 randomly sampled acknowledgments to each of the 15 most acknowledged individuals verified this assumption. We have verified our assumption regarding the type of acknowledgments received by funding agencies, corporations, and universities through similar analyses. To extend our analyses to lessacknowledged entities within our data, it will be necessary to develop automatic means of classifying both entity types and the context of acknowledgments (from Cronin's typology). We are currently exploring solutions to this problem through a combination of lookup tables and machine learning techniques.
We believe our acknowledgment counts generate a fairly complete picture of the informal influence funding agencies and individuals have had within our document collection. However, accounting for the influence of companies and educational institutions is not so easily achieved through acknowledgments. Specifically, it is not common to explicitly acknowledge one's home institution for supporting published work. More complete analyses could be generated by taking into account author affiliation data found in document headers and treating statements of affiliation as de facto acknowledgments.
The 15 most acknowledged entities in each category are presented in Table 1 . The results show significant variation not only in total acknowledgments received by entities but also in the average citations to acknowledging articles. For example, the most acknowledged entity (the National Science Foundation) received 2.6 times the total acknowledgments of the next most acknowledged entity (the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, DARPA), but the NSF-supported articles received only 1.8 times the total number of citations of DARPA and Ͻ0.7 times the mean citations of DARPA. Likewise, the Army Research Office (ARO) has been acknowledged only 63% as much as the Department of Energy (DOE), but ARO-supported work has 37% more total citations, indicating that the ARO has had more impact within our document collection despite being less frequently acknowledged. For the most acknowledged companies, we see companies that are or were known for their support of research. For education institutions, we see the expected collection of research-oriented universities, although some of a much larger number of acknowledgments than others. In the category of individual researchers, the results show that some individuals have received more acknowledgments than some popular corporate sponsors of research and well respected educational institutions. For example, within our document collection only seven educational institutions and seven companies have been acknowledged more frequently than Olivier Danvy. We interpret these results to indicate a large degree of intellectual debt to individuals documented through the mechanism of acknowledgment. However, it should be noted that among the top 15 acknowledged entities in all categories, funding agencies received more acknowledgments than any other category by an order of magnitude. Counting author affiliations as acknowledgments may reveal that companies and educational institutions have impacted scientific work on a scale similar to funding agencies. Table 2 shows that the number of citations made to the most acknowledged individuals does not correlate well with the number of acknowledgments to those individuals. This is consistent with previous studies of acknowledgment trends (3). We have cross-referenced our acknowledgment data with author names in the CiteSeer database and found that 9,474 of the 10,000 most cited author names are acknowledged. Using this sample, we found that there is a 0.3406 correlation coefficient between the number of acknowledgments and the number of citations received by authors. Although anonymous entities received more acknowledgments than any single entity (12, 228) , such acknowledgments are excluded from our analyses.
A temporal analysis of the 10 most acknowledged entities indicates distinct patterns of acknowledgment over time. Although most of the top acknowledged entities exhibit a stable proportion of acknowledgments each year, it can be seen from Shown in Table 3 is another measure of impact: the most acknowledged entities collected for the 100 most cited papers in the CiteSeer database. We found that 429 acknowledgments were made within this document sample, averaging 4.29 acknowledgments per paper. Not surprisingly, funding agents known for funding research are at the top, but a university and two companies round out the top 10. The National Science Foundation was acknowledged by an impressive 26% of the top 100 papers. When acknowledgments for the 100 most cited papers are ranked by entity type, as shown in Table 4 , individuals have more acknowledgments. This is natural because individuals who can contribute to scientific work greatly outnumber institutional contributors.
Impact of Acknowledged Entities
The results obtained from our acknowledgment extraction algorithm have shown it to be a viable tool for automatically creating initial analyses of the relative impacts of acknowledged entities in document collections. We believe that our technique is general enough that it can readily be applied to digitized collections of research publications other than CiteSeer. We have presented the most acknowledged entities within the CiteSeer document collection with two distinct measures: the number of acknowledgments received and the mean citations of the acknowledging papers. We take the raw number of acknowledgments to measure the breadth of contributions entities have made to the research community. For funding agencies and corporate sponsors this may correlate with the amount of funding contributed to research. For individuals, the number of acknowledgments may indicate the extent to which acknowledged persons influence other researchers through informal channels of communication. The distribution of acknowledgments within our document collection follows the distribution found through prior studies of information science and sociology publications; thus, our results may indicate trends across disciplines.
Our results show that individual scientists may be more widely acknowledged than popular corporate funding sources. Additionally, our work supports prior studies showing that acknowledgment trends for individuals do not correlate well with citation trends, perhaps indicating a need to reward highly acknowledged researchers with the deserved recognition of significant intellectual debt.
By cross-referencing the number of acknowledgments made to entities with the number of citations made to the acknowledging papers, we can measure the average impact of the research influenced by an entity. This is particularly interesting for analyzing the relative impacts of funding agencies and companies who invest in research. Through impact measures it will be possible to compare the effectiveness of funding programs and to calculate the return on investments in terms of the average research impact per dollar spent. It should be noted, however, that the average citations to all funded works should not be used to measure the efficacy of funding agencies directly because some funding programs may realize their impact, in part, by providing educational opportunities to young scientists rather than funding the ''best'' work in the field. It should be possible to provide a more detailed level of analysis in the future by capturing grant numbers and titles during the acknowledgment extraction process. Further work could explore temporal, national, and international trends in acknowledgments. For most funded research, acknowledgments to the appropriate funding agency are requested. Combined with access to all published documents and other measures such as funding levels, we speculate that these measures could be used to evaluate the efficacy of funding agencies and programs both at the national and international level. 
